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ABSTRACT
Histopathological evaluation of tissue samples is a key prac-
tice in patient diagnosis and drug development, especially in
oncology. Historically, Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) has
been used by pathologists as a gold standard staining. How-
ever, in many cases, various target specific stains, including
immunohistochemistry (IHC), are needed in order to high-
light specific structures in the tissue. As tissue is scarce and
staining procedures are tedious, it would be beneficial to gen-
erate images of stained tissue virtually. Virtual staining could
also generate in-silico multiplexing of different stains on the
same tissue segment. In this paper, we present a sample appli-
cation that generates FAP-CK virtual IHC images from Ki67-
CD8 real IHC images using an unsupervised deep learning
approach based on CycleGAN. We also propose a method to
deal with tiling artifacts caused by normalization layers and
we validate our approach by comparing the results of tissue
analysis algorithms for virtual and real images.
Index Terms— Virtual staining, multiplexing, unsuper-
vised deep learning, histopathology
1. INTRODUCTION
In the field of pathology, staining types determine which parts
or targets in the tissue are highlighted with specific colors.
Tissue staining materials and procedures can be time consum-
ing, expensive, and typically require special expertise. These
limitations usually reduce the number of examinations and
stainings performed on a sample. This can limit clinicians’
ability to obtain all relevant information from a patient biopsy.
In many cases information exists in the stained slide image
about targets and objects not specifically targeted by the stain.
For example, pathologists have the ability to identify lympho-
cytes in a Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) image [1] even with-
out directly staining them for lymphocyte specific markers.
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This fact motivated the research in the direction of generating
virtually stained slides from other modalities [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Recently, supervised deep learning based methods have been
applied in the task of virtual staining generation [7, 8, 9, 10].
As supervised training methods are based on coupled pairs of
aligned images, all the aforementioned methods require addi-
tional accurate registration steps between dataset image pairs.
In this work we propose to virtually generate FAP-CK
stained slide images from Ki67-CD8 stained slide images.
These input and output stainings were chosen for several
reasons. First, information about tumor characteristics in
FAP-CK could be encoded in the form of proliferation and
tumor infiltrating lymphocytes in Ki67-CD8. Furthermore,
Ki67-CD8 is one of the classical Immunohistochemistry
(IHC) stainings used in histopathology while FAP-CK is
a new duplex IHC protocol allowing to characterize tumor
and to advance research in the direction of drug develop-
ment. Additionally, generating virtual FAP-CK stained slide
images from Ki67-CD8 allows the creation of a virtual mul-
tiplexed brightfield image, i.e. having 4 target stains on the
same whole slide coordinate system, which is technically
challenging using classical staining methods. In this paper,
we present an unsupervised deep learning method based on
Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks (CycleGAN) [11].
This allows avoiding the slide registration process for train-
ing datasets and facilitates dealing with variability present
in sets of slide images due to different lab protocols, scan-
ners and experiment conditions. We further present a method
aimed at reducing the tiling artifact caused by tile-wise pro-
cessing of large images, a common problem in image style
transfer encountered when high resolution testing images can
not fit into memory [12]. Finally, we validate the results of
our method by comparing quantification of tumor cells and
FAP in virtual slides with a real stained slide taken from the
same tissue block.
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(a) Ki67-CD8 tile. (b) FAP-CK tile.
Fig. 1. Ki67-CD8 and FAP-CK example tiles.
2. METHODOLOGY
2.1. Dataset
We selected a subset of whole slide images (WSI) of Colorec-
tal Carcinoma metastases in liver tissue from biopsy and sur-
gical specimen from Roche Pathology image database. All
the slides were chosen following a review of tissue, stain-
ing and image quality. The training dataset includes 20 im-
ages: 10 from Ki67-CD8 stained slides and 10 from FAP-CK
stained slides, each from different patients. As high resolu-
tion whole slide histology images contain billions of pixels
with 20x magnification and hardware memory is limited, it is
necessary to tile the image into smaller segments for analysis
and when possible use lower magnification. For these rea-
sons, slides were tiled into overlapping 512 × 512 images at
10x magnification. The reduced magnification allows to have
enough contextual information in the input which is needed
in order to learn a meaningful feature set in the model while
at the same time facilitates dealing with the computational
memory limits [13]. The tiling yielded 17025 tiles from Ki67-
CD8 slides and 17812 tiles from FAP-CK slides. In order to
test the performance of our method, we selected 10 pairs of
Ki67-CD8/FAP-CK slides from the same tissue block. Fig. 1
shows examples of Ki67-CD8 and FAP-CK tiles.
2.2. Network architecture and inference
In order to map images from one staining to the other, we
used a CycleGAN [11] based method which allows to learn
transforms between domain spaces without the need to use
paired registered image datasets. As generator networks we
used ResNet architectures [14] with 11 residual blocks. The
ResNet architecture used as a generator has a receptive field
of 207× 207 pixels, roughly corresponding to 190× 190 mi-
crons on the 10x magnification image of the tissue. This re-
ceptive field size allows enough contextual information from
the surroundings of the target pixel in the input to find mean-
ingful histology features for the prediction of the virtual stain
on the output image. Due to the CycleGAN memory burden,
we were not able to fit more than one 512× 512 RGB image
per batch during training per GPU (Nvidia P100). In order
to distribute the training on multiple GPUs and accelerate the
learning process, we implemented the stochastic synchronous
Fig. 2. (right) Tiling effect in adjacent output tiles. (left)
Image x and x
′
correspond to 2 adjacent input tiles from a
whole slide image. The green and red circles correspond to
2 adjacent pixels belonging to the same cell nucleus but to
different input tiles.
ADAM algorithm [15] and used the pytorch distributed com-
puting library which allowed us to use 12 GPUs concurrently
on the Roche Pharma HPC cluster in Penzberg.
In order to overcome the memory bound hardware limi-
tations, inference of the trained network on the testing slides
was also done tilewise. The tile output is then merged back
in order to obtain a virtual whole slide image. This inference
workflow yielded whole slide images containing tiling arti-
facts. As style transfer networks give better and more realis-
tic results when instance normalization layers are used [16],
these layers were introduced in the CycleGAN architecture.
Instance normalization layers are applied at test time as well,
making the value of any output pixel depends not only on the
network parameters and the receptive field area in the input
but also on the statics of the input tile image. Let’s assume
that:
y = g(x),
where x, y and g correspond to an input tensor, an output
tensor and an instance normalization layer respectively. Let
x ∈ IRT×C×W×H be a tensor containing a batch of T images
and xtijk the tijkth element, where j and k correspond to
spatial dimensions, i corresponds to the feature channel and
t corresponds to the batch index. In this case, g can be ex-
pressed as:
ytijk = g(xtijk) =
xtijk−µti√
σti2+ε
,
where µti and σti2 are the mean and variance of the input
tile. If we consider 2 adjacent pixels xtijk and x
′
tijk with
very similar values on the edges of two adjacent input tiles
x and x
′
having very different statistics, the instance normal-
ization functions g and g
′
applied to these two pixels will be
completely different. This results in a tiling artifact in the gen-
erated whole slide image as adjacent output tiles might have
significantly different pixel values on their borders (Fig. 2).
(a) (b)
Fig. 3. Image (a) corresponds to the inference performed on
2 adjacent slides using the classical method. Image (b) corre-
sponds to the new inference approach. The solid and dotted
line squares correspond to the sliding window considered and
the effective tile used for inference respectively.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 4. Effect of the new inference approach. (a) corresponds
to 2 adjacent tiles from the input Ki67-CD8 image. (b) and
(c) show to the corresponding image area in the output vir-
tual FAP-CK image using the classical inference method and
the proposed solution respectively. (d) shows a corresponding
area from a real FAP-CK image from the same tissue block.
With instance normalization it is possible to use the same
running mean and variance values for all the tiles at infer-
ence time in a way similar to inference with batch normaliza-
tion. This approach indeed yielded output images without the
tiling artifact. However, the resulting output at inference was
of lower quality and had very faint colors. This effect can be
explained by the fact that the training datasets are quite vari-
able and containing both tissue and background, this makes
the running mean and variance locally irrelevant. We pro-
pose a solution to the tiling artifact problem by using overlap-
ping tiles during inference. Our solution is based on using a
smaller input size of 128×128 instead of 512×512 and on us-
ing a sliding window for the instance normalization function
statistics, allowing to have a smooth transition in the statistic
values when deploying on 2 adjacent slides (Fig. 3). Using
this approach, we manage to substantially reduce the tiling
artifact (Fig. 4).
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5. (a), (b) and (c) correspond to an input Ki67-CD8 im-
age, the image of a real stained FAP-CK slide from the same
tissue block and the virtual FAP-CK slide image.
3. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
Visual assessment of the virtual generated images shows that
the results are visually similar to the real staining of a slide
from the same tissue block (Fig. 5).
We notice that in several cases FAP (purple connective
tissue in FAP-CK images) expression is different between the
real and virtual images images (Fig. 6). The localisation
of FAP is generally successful however the patterns and the
amounts are not always matching. One explanation for this
effect can be that FAP is associated with tumor growth and
increased angiogenesis rather than with anatomical or pheno-
typic features [17]. If these functional features do not elicit
a change visible in the input Ki67-CD8 staining, the model
cannot correctly learn the mapping. The model success in
localizing FAP, even if not flawlessly, suggests there are vi-
sual features in the input images that indicate the expression
of FAP in the tissue. Identifying these visual features might
lead to better FAP stain virtualisation as well as to new in-
sights into tumor microenvironment anatomies. It is worth-
while to note that slide staining is a complex process with
many variable and it is not uncommon to see variability in
images of slides from the same tissue block stained with the
same staining protocol due to variations in the tissue prepa-
ration, staining or imaging processes. For this reason, even
with the visible difference in FAP expression in our virtual
slides compared to the real stained slides, the results could
still prove practically useful in some cases. Obtaining a vir-
tual image which is slightly different from the real one should
be acceptable as long as the pathologic interpretations of both
of them are similar.
We validate our results on a dataset of 10 testing paired
images of slides from the same tissue block using an auto-
matic algorithm for CK+ and FAP cells detection. The algo-
rithm was developed and validated using real FAP-CK im-
ages. The results include CK+ cell densities and FAP densi-
ties in real and virtual whole slide images. We verify that the
difference between results on real and virtual stained slides is
not one sided. This implies that our mapping algorithm does
(a) real FAP-CK tile. (b) Virtual FAP-CK tile.
Fig. 6. FAP expression differences in real and virtual images.
Fig. 7. Boxplot representation of the absolute relative differ-
ence between real and corresponding virtual slides for CK+
cell densities(left side) and FAP cell densities (right side).
not consistently over-generate or under-generate CK or FAP.
In order to visualize the difference between these densi-
ties we compute the absolute relative difference between the
results obtained in the real and virtual slides (Fig. 7). Analy-
sis of the results shows a median absolute relative difference
of 8% with 0.016 variance between CK densities in real and
virtual slides. This was also confirmed by our expert patholo-
gist who evaluated real and virtual paired slides and reported
high correlation in CK expression. For FAP, we report a me-
dian of 14% with a variance of 0.466, reflecting a substan-
tially higher variability than for CK. Our expert pathologist
also confirmed this observation and mentioned that FAP fea-
tures are completely not visible for pathologists in Ki67-CD8
staining. This observation is very interesting for our research
and allows us to discover the limitations of simulation meth-
ods when biological constraints are present.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We propose to use an unsupervised deep learning method
based on CycleGAN in order to virtually generate FAP-CK
from Ki67-CD8 tissue stained images. Instance normaliza-
tion used with the CycleGAN architecture helps the network
learn a more realistic mapping between the stainings but intro-
duces a tiling artifact in the merged testing set whole slide im-
ages. We significantly reduce this artifact by using a new in-
ference approach based on overlapping tiles to create smooth
transitions in the instance normalization layers. We validate
our method using a test dataset of Ki67-CD8 input images
for which a real FAP-CK images from the same tissue blocks
were generated.
In the next steps, we plan to use additional input stain-
ings and compare the results to our current results in order
to define biological constraints to the success of stain virtu-
alization. We also plan to replace the instance normalization
module in the CycleGAN with an improved normalization el-
ement that reduces the titling effect during inference.
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